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✓ Marketing for the digital age
✓ Powerful ideas & sales acceleration
✓ Your powerhouse for digital marketing solutions

Lift your Tech Startup, SAAS/Cloud companies, software development houses / Consulting House business to 
new heights with our digital marketing services

Tech Startup, SAAS/Cloud companies, software development houses / Consulting 
House, reach your audience & convert your leads

MARKETING CONSULTANCY



About Us
Cognitive Convergence is a subject matter expert in Marketing Consulting for Tech Startup, SAAS/Cloud companies 

and software development houses / Consulting Houses. We have the dedicated, experienced and talented 

professionals who design, develop and deliver cutting-edge custom-made solutions. We focus on building long lasting 

relationship with clients as your business win is our drive.

Our vision is to help clients in creating a dominant online presence and developing meaningful relations with their 

target audience.

We help to 

✓ Deliver measurable returns on your investment

✓ A detailed view of your target audience  

✓ Analysis of your competitors   

✓ Marketing goals and targets  

✓ Marketing tactics and opportunities  

✓ Reporting and tracking mechanisms 

✓ Growth accelerator for startups

✓ Data-driven marketing

✓ Lead generation

✓ Inbound and outbound marketing

✓ marketing automation solutions

✓ Profiling your consumer personas, analyzing trends, tracking behaviors

Current Location: Lahore, Pakistan

Planned Front-end Office: California/Washington States- USA



Digital Marketing 
Digital marketing best practices are constantly evolving, strategies can 

quickly lose their impact. The most successful brands understand that digital 

marketing is a 24/7/365 effort.

It helps to 

✓ Increase Customer Loyalty with Frequent Communications

✓ Engage audience at Every Buying Stage

✓ Target potential clients on right time

✓ Generate a Consistent Lead Pipeline

✓ Optimize and Obtain Better Conversion Rates

✓ Gain Brand Credibility

✓ Maximize Your ROI

✓ Strategy Development

✓ Content Strategy planning

✓ Be highly shareable in social media: regular useful blog posts, newsletters

✓ Make you an industry thought-leader

✓ Immense exposure provided via globalization

✓ Trackable, measurable results via web analytics



Our Services
Whether you need to build an entire marketing strategy from scratch or refine your approach, Cognitive Convergence’s 

marketing consulting services will help to update your marketing efforts to provide best possible results.

We provide the full suite of marketing consulting services including as per special needs of Tech Startup, SAAS/Cloud 

companies, software development houses / Consulting House.

✓ Strategic Marketing

✓ Marketing Project Management

✓ Persona Development

✓ Email Marketing

✓ Paid Search

✓ Web Development

✓ Programmatic Display Advertising

✓ Content Management

✓ Performance Analysis

✓ Sales And Marketing

✓ SEO

✓ Outsourced Marketing

✓ Conversion Rate Optimization

✓ Pay Per Click (PPC)

✓ Digital Marketing



Strategic Marketing
Your marketing strategy needs to be laser-focused to reach potential clients, bring in qualified leads and score

valuable conversions. Cognitive Convergence’s team of marketing consultants help tech companies craft a 

successful marketing program, campaign or strategy that is specifically built around the specifics of software 

industry.

We help to:

✓ Consider the latest changes and updates to the digital marketing landscape

✓ Leverage industry best practices to catch the most recent developments. 

✓ Incorporates marketing strategy that is based on the most up-to-date engagement trends

✓ Make best use of search engine

✓ Generate qualified leads while leveraging sales data to inspire your next successful marketing campaign

✓ Setting achievable goals and objectives,

✓ Analyzing internal and external business factors, 

✓ Accurate product launch planning

✓ Quantify progress

✓ Situation Analysis for Implementation and Control



Marketing Project Management
Marketing project management allows you to maximize your likelihood of campaign 

success by executing projects in the most effective way possible. We can show you 

the best tools to give you high-level oversight as well as day-to-day management.

We will help you in:

Planning:

✓ Analyze your list of priority tasks

✓ Provide detailed information

✓ Create a schedule

✓ Break each priority project down

✓ Gather your team

✓ Use a shared calendar

Executing

✓ Review your deadlines

✓ Integrate content creation and management

✓ Communicate with colleagues

Evaluating

✓ Checking KPIs

✓ Looking and improving weak areas

✓ Incorporating other strategies where required



Persona Development
The secret to successful marketing is get to know your customers. A 

customer persona is a documented representation of your core 

audience or audiences. 

Our marketing experts have the skills and resources you need to establish a 

voice that connects with customers. We will help you to develop customer 

personas which can drive the marketing efforts of Tech companies from 

outreach strategies to content creation. 

Our Strategy 

✓ Regularly perform considerable research 

✓ Define key customer demographics to target potential buyer and influencer personas.

✓ Use diligent and time-tested processes

✓ perform an in-depth analysis of your audience

✓ Use a robust set of analytics and reporting tools

✓ Optimize website around your customers

✓ Make genuine connections with customers to encourage productive long-term relationships

Our Process

✓ Onboard - identify any obvious needs or desires by establishing your business and 

marketing goals 

✓ Develop – persona and keyword research, competitive analysis, content analysis, etc.

✓ Integrate and Report - content development, SEO, useful messaging and marketing tactics



Email Marketing
Approximately 3.9 billion tech houses use email everyday for 

communication purposes. When it comes to generating and 

converting leads, there isn’t a more powerful digital marketing 

tactic than email marketing.

We will help you:

✓ Connect with different audiences to expand your

business reach

✓ Email marketing performance audit and strategy 

✓ Facilitates precise email segmentation 

✓ Includes basic analytics, such as click rates

✓ Provides better control on email copy and sending 

frequency

✓ Boasts A/B testing capabilities

✓ Links drip marketing campaigns with other tools

✓ Enables email personalization

✓ Campaign Design and Deployment

✓ Ongoing List Maintenance

✓ Email Automation Strategy



Paid Search
Results pages and social media platforms are 

flooded with content these days. Every business is 

sharing millions of blogs, videos, and publishing 

graphics are every single minute. 

Paid search campaigns allow you to target your audiences

We will assist you whatever your scale of advertising.
These include: 
✓ Google Ads 

✓ Microsoft Advertising
✓ Facebook Ads 
✓ LinkedIn Ads 
✓ YouTube 

We will help you to:
✓ Target your customers using multiple dimensions

✓ Control over your ad copy to target your ideal buyer personas

✓ You only pay if you actually get the clicks

✓ Grow your online reputation

✓ Improve an Ineffective Website



Web Development
Your company’s website is the centerpiece of the entire digital marketing 

strategy. However, only fully optimized website will produce the best results. 

We offer website audit services that runs 

✓ A comprehensive analysis of your site’s performance

✓ Inspecting factors that impact search ranking,

✓ Domain authority 

✓ Build user experience.

By having these insights, we guide website redesign efforts to increase 

online visibility of Tech Startup, SAAS/Cloud companies, software 

development houses / Consulting House. We will help you to:

✓ Rank higher for search queries 

✓ Support the customer journey from one end to the other

✓ Implementation of designs

✓ Maintenance and support 

✓ Wix, GoDaddy consultancy

✓ Build professional website designed to maximize customer conversion

✓ Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and site maintenance

✓ Optimize page experience

✓ Copywriting

✓ Provide Responsive Web Design



Programmatic Display Advertising

With more and more businesses expanding their paid search budgets, it’s getting increasingly difficult to find true value from your campaig

ns. Programmatic display is an automated form of purchasing display inventory that cuts out the manual work and makes it possible to 

dedicate more time to analysis and strategic optimizations.

We design organic strategies that deliver results. Our services includes:

✓ Optimized campaigns

✓ Advertising with niche precision

✓ Leverage Data Management Platforms

Our strategy

✓ Manage every arrived customer

✓ Send the ad dimensions to a supply-side platform (SSP)

✓ Examine the user cookies

✓ Evaluate the information collected

✓ Bid and choose the highest bidder

✓ Instruct the SSP to deliver the advert to the end user



Content Management
Every aspect of a marketing plan is driven by content. A strong 

content marketing plan is a vital component in the success of 

overall marketing strategy. 

We help businesses with:

✓ Writing of blogs

✓ Website copy – writing and search engine optimization

✓ Keyword mapping and backlinks

✓ Editorial calendars

✓ Key messaging

Our consultants develop content marketing strategies that will tailored to 

the specific marketing, commercial and business goals of Tech Startup, 

SAAS/Cloud companies, software development houses / Consulting House

. 

Whether you are looking for heavily researched content to establish 

thought leadership, designing a promotional material to showcase your 

new products or wants to increase a strong social presence across 

different channels, we are here to help you.



Performance 

Analysis
The market believes that marketing 

performance is the new definition of 

advertising. 

We will help you with:
✓ Marketing Performance Strategy
Developing paid channels strategy based on 

business objectives, advertising budget, etc.

✓ Account Auditing
Run a comprehensive assessment of the 

account settings, plan campaign structure, 

evaluate ads performance, etc.

✓ Optimization plan
Includes a complete optimizations of the 

campaigns, bidding strategy, landing pages 

testing, creative and Ad copies.

✓ Ad Tech Stack
Analysis of the Ad Tech Stack and paid 

channels to provide recommendations on the 

most effective channels

✓ Marketing Performance Analytics
Setting up the performance reports and auto

mated marketing dashboards to measure the 

performance metrics and KPIs

✓ How to measure the marketing effectiveness 

using data-driven approach?

✓ How to optimize the budget spent according 

to the revenue?

✓ What is the best tactic to distribute the 

budget across the channels?

✓ How to measure customer acquisition costs? 

✓ How to optimize the campaigns on short-term 

and long-term based on conversion rates?

✓ How to measure attribution and touchpoints?

Every company have list of questions 

to measure their marketing perform



Sales And Marketing
At the core of your brand image, lies your sales and m

arketing consultancy team that can be transmuted 

into a superpower

We develop and execute marketing strategies that help organizations 

realize their potential. We will help to:

✓ build sustainable competitive advantage

✓ Choose direction to drive revenue, market share, or 

profitability

✓ Create a compelling value proposition

✓ Effective business model to efficiently deliver distribution, 

drop size, and service level targets

✓ Focus on to activate consumers and increase sales and 

profitability

✓ Provide Strong and transparent technical base

✓ Perform Commercial Due Diligence

✓ Follow Marketing & Trade Marketing Organization Design

✓ Adopt Go-to-Market Strategy



Search 

Engine 

Optimization

SEO
To promote your business, Search 

Engine Optimization (SEO) is key in 

utilizing technology.

Our services includes:

✓ Keyword Analysis 

We will help you ascertain what keywords your 

prospects use in search 

✓ Competitor Analysis 

We will analyze your current competitor SEO str

ategies to ensure that the strategies provides 

great website traffic.

✓ Website Search Engine Friendliness 

We will ensure that your website is readable by 

search engines, and that access to all your pag

es is possible.

✓ SEO Copywriting, Keyword Density & Meta-

Tags 

We will assist your website in communicating 

with search engines.

✓ Link Building 

We ensure that your website profile is of high 

importance when viewed by search engines, 

giving your website the ability to be included in 

more searches.



Individual Sales + 

Marketing Coaching

We work with you to find key indi

cators to your success in sales 

and marketing. 

Basic Outsourced 

Marketing

For smaller companies or solo 

practitioners, we offer a combi

nation of coaching and basic 

marketing services to help you 

grow

As Your Marketing 

Department

Fffer a wide range of marketi

ng services for forward thinki

ng businesses

Full Outsourced 

Marketing

Proactively manages all ma

rketing strategy and 

implementation.

Outsourced Marketing
Many Tech Startup, SAAS/Cloud companies, software development houses / Consulting House businesses 
find it more cost-effective and efficient to outsource their marketing. This helps them to enjoy all the perks 
and none of the headaches.

Our Services



Conversion Rate 

Optimization

Our consultants will facilitate you to:

✓ Build effective digital marketing sites to improve 

sales

✓ Assess company website sales channels

✓ Establish control webpages 

✓ Maximize the site for higher sales percentage, 

sign-ups, and other interactions

✓ UX Audits

✓ Conversion Path Analysis

✓ Customer Journey Mapping

✓ Conversion Rate Improvement

✓ Perform A/B Testing

✓ Enhance Click-through Rate (CTR)

✓ Reduce bounce rate

Conversion optimization, is the systematic 

process of testing and optimizing your website 

elements



Pay Per Click

We increase your brand outreach in hard-to-reach targets. PPC ha

s immediate results and boosts sales during competitive periods

Campaign

The elements of PPC includes the campaign, group of Ad, best keywords, text for the 

ads, landing pages and much more. 

The Ad Group - An ad group is a group

of ads related to a campaign.

Ad Group



SEO SEM PPC SMM

Prominence of your online store o

r a web page in the list of top visit

ed search engines

We build campaigns and landing p

ages so you can have traffic and c

onversion within your specified goa

ls

Our PPC services for your busine

ss incorporate every one of the sy

stems you would expect, from pai

d pursuit to paid online life look

We create compelling and eng

aging experiences to showcas

e a brand

Digital Marketing



PLAN PRODUCE PUBLISH PROMOTE

Our Technique 
Our provision of services is driven by two critical success factors: data ins

ight and deep integration with search and paid media activity. 

New  Visitor

Likes/Followers Link Shared

Photo Upload



Marketing Consultancy for Dynamics 365 consulting companies

Areas covered by us:

✓ Dynamics 365 Sales, Marketing, Finance, Project operations, Customer service, Fraud detection, Field Service, Talent–

covering all modules’ aspects

✓ Dynamics 365 XRM Web API, CRUD implementation

✓ Dynamics 365 REST API Development, End Points, HTTP methods

✓ Dynamics 365 Custom Plugin Development, Plugin registration

✓ Dynamics 365 Power Apps Component Framework

✓ Dynamics 365 Typescript Development and deployment

✓ Dynamics 365 Power App development, model-driven applications

✓ Dynamics 365 integration with Power BI and AI builder

✓ Dynamics 365 for Power App users

✓ Dynamics 365 – build your own CRM through Custom canvas apps

✓ Dynamics 365 Customizations and Mobility solutions

✓ Dynamics 365 Custom integration



Areas covered by us:

✓ AppSource Power BI Apps - Usage and Customization of App, Publish Power BI App on AppSource

✓ AppSource Power BI Visuals - Importing Custom Visuals from Microsoft AppSource, Custom Visual Development

✓ Microsoft Power BI Components - Power Query, Power View, Power Map, Power Q&A, Data flow among Power components

✓ Microsoft Power BI Editions - Power BI Desktop, Power BI free, Power BI Pro, Power BI Pro License, Power BI Premium, Power BI Mobile, 

Power BI Embedded, Power BI Report Server

✓ Power BI Custom Visual - Power BI custom visual development using D3.js , Python custom visual,  Python Scripts in Power BI Desktop, 

Power Apps visual for Power BI, D3.js Power BI Visual, Development Patterns, Custom Visual License Management.

✓ REST API base development service  - Microsoft.PowerBI.Api, Microsoft.PowerBI.Javascript, Pyhton Based Development, Microsoft Azure 

Active Directory  .Net Based development, Azure hosted serices.

✓ Power BI Dashboard Mobile Strategy  - Power BI Mobile Apps, Mobile App development, publish a phone

report, Phone layout report app

✓ Power BI DAX and M formula language - Data Analysis Expressions, Calculated Columns, Calculated 

Measures, Dax Functions, M formula 

language, Advanced cleaning and transformation, filter and analyze data.

Marketing Consultancy for Powerbi/Analytics consulting companies



Areas covered by us:

✓ Multi-tenancy architecture Software

✓ Third-party Integration with ERP/CRM and other SAAS services

✓ SAAS B2B, B2C, and B2B2C solutions

✓ Server-side, RoR, NodeJS, .NET, Java, PHP, etc.

✓ Front-end, Angular, React, Vue.js, etc

✓ Exposing 3rd Party APIs and deployment

✓ SaaS database models, Application and Database instances per 

tenant, Multi-tenant app with one database per tenant, Multi-tenant 

app with a single multi-tenant database, Multi-tenant app with shared 

Multi-tenant databases

✓ AI/ML Cloud model, MLaaS

✓ SaaS Frameworks, ABP, SAASKIT, FINBUCKLE.MULTITENANT, 

CLOUDSCRIBECLOUDSCRIBE

Marketing Consultancy for SaaS consulting companies



Marketing Consultancy for Metaverse consulting companies

Areas covered by us:

✓Shopping at metaverse- metaverse for business, metaverse for ecommerce, augmented reality for ecommerce, virtual reality for ecommerce, 

challenges for brand and retailers, future in metaverse.

✓Use cases of metaverse in 

o Education Industry

o Healthcare Industry

o Real-estate Industry

o Construction Industry

o Financial Industry

o Automotive Industry.

✓Shopping at metaverse technical writing- VR/AR, 3D engines and frameworks(unity, cryengine), WebXR Deice API, A-frame, react360, amazon 

symerian, developing the content, fine-tune the content, publishing omnichannel content



Marketing Consultancy for Tableau 
consulting companies

Areas covered by us:
✓ Structuring Data - structure data for analysis, Data Preparation, cleaning dirty data, structuring ill formed data, 

combining 
multiple sets of data, improve speed and efficiency. 

✓ Data Visualization - sorting, comparing and analysing data through interactive graphs and charts in Dashboards. 

✓ Tableau Prep - cleaning, automating, administering and sharing of data, Share data flows 

✓ Tableau CRM - end-to-end analytics solution, Automate actions, Predictive Analysis using Einstein Analysis. 

✓ Tableau Integration - Tableau Data Connectivity to variety of  data sources

✓ R Integration - statistical analysis, machine learning packages

✓ Tabpy - data exploration and visualization with data science logic 

✓ Connector SDK - connect ODBC or JDBC driver

✓ Web Data Connector - connect to data sources accessible over web

✓ Document API - Programmatically modify Tableau files.

✓ Extension API - extension to integrate and interact with other application in Tableau

✓ Hyper API - Automate custom extract, transform and load (ETL) processes

✓ JavaScript API - embed Tableau visualization in web applications. 

✓ MetaData API - Perform impact analysis, track relationships between content and external assets

✓ Tableau Server Client - Connect Tableau server to python using Personal Access Token. 

✓ Rest API - customized custom applications, script interactions. 

✓ Webhooks API - notify when triggering a workflow using HTTP and JSON 

✓ Mobile App Bootstrap - stay signed in to Tableau Servers, embed Tableau content, embed the Tableau content 



Marketing Consultancy for Blockchain consulting companies

Areas covered by us:

✓ Blockchain Crypto Services- Cryptocurrency, Cryptocurrency Wallet, Crypto Wallet Types, How to secure the crypto wallet, NFT, How 

are NFTs traded, Initial Coin Offering (ICO), Initial DEX Offering (IDO), Initial Farm Offering (IFO), Initial Liquidity Offering (ILO), 

Cryptocurrency Exchanges, Centralized Cryptocurrency Exchanges, Decentralized Cryptocurrency Exchanges. 

✓ Use cases of blockchain in 

o Education Industry

o Healthcare Industry

o Real-estate Industry

o Construction Industry

o Financial Industry

o Automotive Industry.

✓ Crypto Services technical writing- Cryptocurrency, NFTs- create your own cryptocurrency, create your own crypto wallet, how to create 

NFT marketplace, how to create tokenization of assets, create your own crypto exchange.



Transparent Reporting

Timely Delivery

High Quality Services & Standards

Great Designs

Triggered Results

Optimization Excellence

Strategically Technological 

Progress Visibility

Why Select Us?
Our strategy includes:

✓ Make Data-Driven Decisions

✓ Develop a Customer-Centric Mindset

✓ Outpace the Competition

✓ Improve Conversion Rates Marketing Results

✓ Highlighting unique value propositions

✓ Adapting to changing consumer demands and online hab

its



Consulting services of Cognitive Convergence for Marketing Consultancy offers strategic opportunities to clients, investors, 

and partners that are:

✓ Unique and industry defining

✓ Mutual interest centric business approach

✓ Significantly enhance company’s footprint

✓ Grow revenues by entering new and exciting Technology Domains, App development ideas, Solution Development, 

and Joint venture projects based on social media strategies.

✓ Wants to have strong Financial Empathy with customers by understanding their financial model and changing billing based 

on financial limitations, needs, patterns of clients.

✓ 1st mover advantage with

✓ Talent: 100%

✓ Timing:100%

✓ Technology: 100%

✓ Technique: 100%

Thank you
Shahzad Sarwar

www.cognitiveconvergence.com

shahzad@cognitiveconvergence.com

+1 4242530744 

http://www.cognitiveconvergence.com/
mailto:shahzad@cognitiveconvergence.com

